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	You are holding the first comprehensive book covering the Oracle Exadata
	Database Machine. You might be holding this book because of your desire
	to know more about exactly what this technology can do for you, but you
	and your fellow readers have come to this place from different starting
	points. You could be investigating the Exadata Database Machine because
	you are a longtime Oracle user who is curious as to the new capabilities
	you will get with this platform. Your curiosity may have been sparked by
	the large amount of publicity around the Exadata Database Machine, from
	Oracle, the press, and industry analysts. Or you might be approaching
	Exadata with a fair amount of skepticism, since new platforms that can
	deliver orders of magnitude of performance improvement are rare, to say
	the least, in a mature market like the relational database market.


	This book should help you understand Exadata technology in a way that
	will extend your knowledge, validate the publicity (well, at least some of it),
	and show you how these vaunted performance improvements are actually
	delivered.


	This most basic question will require much of this book to fully explain, but
	the Exadata Database Machine is a bit like an elephant being approached
	by blind men. Is Exadata a new type of storage hardware? Is Exadata similar
	to an appliance built with the latest and greatest hardware components? Is
	Exadata primarily software that uses hardware components in some new
	ways? Is Exadata simply an optimally configured Oracle-complete hardware
	and software stack?
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Biology (Glencoe Science)McGraw-Hill, 2008

	When you read Glencoe Biology, you need to read for information. Science is nonfiction writing; it describes real-life events, people, ideas, and technology. Here are some tools that Glencoe Biology has to help you read.


	The foundation of scientific knowledge is Investigation and Experimentation. In this section, you will...
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Koi For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
Welcome to Koi For Dummies, a book designed for two purposes — to tell you about the beautiful fish known as koi and to make koi-keeping so simple you’ll wonder why you didn’t pick up this hobby eons ago.

What’s so much fun about koi? They’re gorgeous fish, and they’ve been selectively bred for more...
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Product Management Essentials: Tools and Techniques for Becoming an Effective Technical Product ManagerApress, 2017

	
		
			Gain all of the techniques, teachings, tools, and methodologies required to be an effective first-time product manager. The overarching goal of this book is to help you understand the product manager role, give you concrete examples of what a product manager does, and build the foundational skill-set that will gear you towards...
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Ruby: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2008
If you’re looking at this book and reading this introduction, you probably have these two questions:

Should I learn Ruby?
Is this the book for me?

Of course, the answers to these questions depend upon who you are and what your situation is. But the fact that you’re curious about Ruby and this book would lead...
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Developing Facebook Platform Applications with Rails (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Developing Facebook Platform Applications with Rails leads you through the steps necessary to build your first application. You'll get hands-on experience with Facebook technologies such as FBML and FQL, and master messaging and news feeds.
  You'll do more than just study the Facebook API-you'll get practical tips from an experienced...
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Building Portals, Intranets, and Corporate Web Sites Using Microsoft Servers, 1/eAddison Wesley, 2004
  			Building Portals, Intranets, and Corporate Web Sites Using Microsoft Servers is the practical guide to designing, developing, and implementing Web portals using Microsoft servers and the .NET Framework. James J. Townsend provides portal development teams with a working developer's overview of...
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